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First Degree Programmes under CBCS system-Consolidation of grade points of candidates
readmitted from Direct Grading system to Indirect Grading system-Formula for consolidation
of results-Approved-Orders issued.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACADEMIC 'A V ' SECTION
No.Ac.AV/1/ULMC/2012
Thiruvananthapuram, Dated: 15-10-2016
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Read:- 1) Requests from readmitted candidates.
2) Minutes of the meeting of the ULMC held on 31-03-2016,30-05-2016 & 28-09-2016.
ORDER
The First Degree Programmes under CBCS system was introduced in the colleges
affiliated to the University with effect from 2010 admissions with Direct Grading system.
Later as per the recommendation of the 'Prof.Hrdaya Kumari Committee report', Indirect
Grading system was introduced with effect from 2013 admissions. Candidates who studied
under Direct Grading system and sought readmission in the Indirect Grading system were
directed to appear for the examinations as per existing scheme & syllabus including the
examinations of the semesters which they have undergone prior to their readmission. The
readmitted students have now requested to combine their results under the direct and Indirect
grading system for consolidation and finalization of their CCPA.
The ULMC at its meeting held on 31-03-2016 entrusted the Director, Computer Centre
to study the possibility of combining the results, in further consultation as required, with the
expert committee constituted for the study of consolidation of results. Accordingly the
Director, Computer Centre submitted the following formula for consolidation of grade points of
candidates readmitted from direct grading system to indirect grading system:
Calculation of CCPA for readmitted candidates
CCPA = (Σ CPoi + Σ CPni) / (ΣCoi + Σ Cni)
where
CPoi = Total Credit Points in old scheme(converted to new scheme)
CPni = Total Credit Points in new scheme
Coi = Total Credits in old scheme
Cni = Total Credits in new scheme
i
= semester
Conversion of old scheme into new scheme
CPoi = Σ[(ESEni + CEni)/10] * Ci
where
ESEni = ESE in old scheme * 20
CEni = CE in old scheme * 5
Ci
= Credits in old scheme
i
= semester

The ULMC at its meeting held on 28-09-2016 considered the above formula submitted
by the Director, Computer Centre for consolidation of grade points of candidates readmitted
from Direct Grading system to Indirect Grading system and approved the formula subject to the
following conditions.
1. The syllabus followed by the candidates before readmission and the syllabus in which
they are readmitted should be the same.
2. The readmitted candidates who wish to improve/reappear the examinations taken
earlier to their readmission, shall do the same in the scheme & syllabus in which they
have undergone the course of study of such semesters.
The Vice-Chancellor, subject to reporting to the Academic Council, has approved the
formula for the consolidation of results of candidates readmitted from Direct Grading system
to Indirect Grading system submitted by the Director, Computer Centre and recommended by
the ULMC.
Orders are issued accordingly.
Sd/SOBHANA KUMARI.K
Deputy Registrar(Acad-II)
For Registrar
Copy to:1. The Principals of all Colleges and Centres of the University.
2. Members of the ULMC.
3. The Controller of Examinations
4. The Director,CDC
5. The Director, Computer Centre
6. JR(CBCS)
7. PS to VC/PVC
8. DR(CBCS/ES)
9. PA to Registrar/CE/FO
10. AR(BA/BSc/BCom/ES/M&C/EB)
11. All Tabulation sections(CBCS).
12. PRO/RO/Enquiry
13. Stock File/File Copy.
Forwarded /By Order
Section Officer

